“STRATEGIES XXI” SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATIONS SESSION
On 9 – 10 April 2009 “Carol I” National Defense University organizes
“STRATEGIES XXI” annual international scientific session on „Regional Stability and
Security”.
The session will be held at 68/72 Panduri Str. Bucharest 5 and it will be
officially opened on Thursday, 09 April 2009 at 09.00 by the commandant an rector of
Carol I” National Defense University, lieutenant general Teodor Frunzeti, PhD.
Security and defense, e-learning and educational software, management and
education, military strategy, multinational operations, law, public and intercultural
communication, multilingualism and interculturality are only a few of the sections of
this scientific event within which an active dialogue is expected to take place among
participants on current security environment issues.
The speakers will present analyses, opinions and estimates on the future of the
security environment, the evolution of risks and threats, the projection of challenges in
the context of ever increasing demands addressed to the security and defense
architecture, as well as on the impact of these challenges upon military theory and art.
Among participants we can point out the president of the High Defense Studies
Center of Italy, high officials from various institutions in Germany and Ukraine, from
Romanian universities and research institutes, high officials and leaders from the
Romanian Armed Forces, the Ministry of Education, Research and Innovation, the
Ministry of Administration and the Interior and defense attachés accredited to
Bucharest.
A special moment of the opening ceremony will be the launching of a book by
Ambassador Dr. George Cristian Maior, director of the Romanian Intelligence Service,
“The New Ally: the re-thinking of Romania’s Defense Policy at the beginning of the
XXI Century”. The volume is described by the author as a collection of articles on a
wide problematic which incites the reader through current issues of national and
international security.
This scientific event is part of the current preoccupations of the leadership of the
Romanian military education system. The aim is to gain superior understanding of
Romania’s potential and role in being more aware of the current security and defense
issues and of Romania’s role in the equation of regional stability.
Point of contact for further details and confirmation of participation: Major
Cristian-Gabriel Măciuceanu, tel: 021.319.48.80 ext. 481, fax: 021.319.59.60

